
Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation – How to do the questions.

Before you work through the three example question papers for Reading for UAE, we’ll
start by taking you through a set of straightforward explanations.

These explanations show you how to do each of the different types of question you are
most likely to come across in the Reading for UAE part of your National Five exam.

The explanations are detailed - study them carefully. Then, when you are working
through the example question papers, look to see how the model answers exemplify the
advice given in this section of the book.

‘In your own words’ questions

These questions test your understanding of specific parts of the passage. They ask you to
explain a word, a phrase, or an idea from the passage using your own words - in order to
prove that you have understood it correctly.

How well you do in these questions will depend on your understanding, and also -
critically - on your vocabulary, because you have to use different words from the original
words the writer has used.

The wider your vocabulary is, the better you are likely to do in these questions. Use a
dictionary and begin thinking carefully about how to re-phrase parts of the original text,
and work really hard with all of your reading to develop your vocabulary. The more
widely you read, the easier this type of question will become. Find out the meanings of
new or unfamiliar words, and remember them.

The ‘In your own words’ questions ask you to find a different way to say the same thing
the writer has said. Study the model answers to see how they rephrase (or ‘paraphrase’)
the original text in slightly simpler language, often using synonyms.

For example, question one in the second example passage, Get Myself Connected, asks
you to explain in your own words the impression the writer creates of the city of Glasgow
in this first paragraph of the passage:

A bitter, wet January wind blows in off the river Clyde. It swirls heavy rain through the
illustrious city centre streets and across the doorways of the various historic pubs,
theatres and concert halls that serve as the venues for Glasgow’s annual Celtic
Connections traditional music festival.

Your answer should rephrase some of the detail about the bad weather. You might say,
for instance, that Glasgow seems ‘wintry’, ‘wild’ or ‘unpleasant’ outdoors. If you are
reading very carefully, you will also notice the positive words such as ‘illustrious’ or
‘historic’. You might choose similar, related words, and go on to say something like ‘the
writer gives the impression that Glasgow is a grand and impressive city with an important
past’.

Model answers on ‘in your own words’ for your reference:

Just Grow Up!, questions 1, 4, 6, 9, and 10.
Get Myself Connected, questions 1 and 2.
Egg Terrorists, questions 3, 4, 5 and 6.



Word choice questions

Questions on ‘word choice’ ask you to consider the specific, individual words chosen by
the writer, and the effect these particular words have on you as a reader.

When you are answering on word choice, you should refer to single, individual words.
The shorter the quotation you use in this kind of question, the better. Try not to use more
than two words in your quotation.

Look for the words that stand out for some reason, words which may be slightly unusual,
or seem to you to be powerful for some reason. Choose the most interesting word(s) from
the specified section of text, quote it, and provide your own comment on the word.
Generally, you should quote and comment on at least one word per mark available for the
question.

Discuss what the connotations (associated meanings) of the word are. Why has the author
chosen this particular word? What are the specific, subtle meanings of this word? What
does the word suggest or imply? Or does the word have any particular sound qualities
that you might comment on (such as soft, sibilant ‘s’ or ‘c’ sounds, harsh consonants like
‘k’, or forceful plosives such as ‘p’ or ‘b’)?

A good rule of thumb is to quote the word, then lead into your comment by saying
‘suggests...’ or ‘implies...’ or ‘makes me think that...’. The quality of the comment you
add after the word ‘suggests’ or ‘implies’ will earn you the marks here.

Question nine from the third example passage, Egg Terrorists, is about how the writer
uses word choice to convey her opinion of the people who work to protect wild birds and
their eggs. It asks you to consider the following extract:

But there is also a growing band of determined individuals who give their time and
energy to combat the egg thieves. In the 1950’s, when rare Ospreys returned to nest in
Scotland for the first time in nearly forty years, a small group of hardy amateur
birdwatchers worked months of gruelling shifts to guard the first vulnerable nests from
egg thieves. Their story has become part of conservation legend.

It might seem quite obvious to you that the writer’s view of these people is very positive.
But how exactly do the individual words contribute to this positive impression? Which
particular words stand out, and what could you say about them? You might pick out
‘combat’, ‘gruelling’ or ‘legend’. You need to include at least one intelligent point per
word to earn your marks. So you could say:

‘The writer creates a very positive impression of the people who helped the birds. She
uses words like ‘combat’ which has connotations of fighting and danger, ‘gruelling’
which implies that conditions were very tough, and ‘legend’ which suggests what they
did was so important it became a kind of special story that was repeated for many, many
years. These words together give the impression that the writer admires the
conservationists’.

Model answers on word choice for your reference:

Just Grow Up!, questions 2, 5 and 7.
Get Myself Connected, questions 3, 4, 6 and 9.
Egg Terrorists, questions 2, 8, and 9.



Questions on imagery

The first thing to remember when a question asks you about ‘imagery’ is that the term
imagery includes similes (comparisons using ‘like’ or ‘as’), metaphors (direct
comparisons where one thing is said to be another) or personifications (a specific type of
metaphor where something that is not alive is compared to a human being). You are
looking for the images or comparisons the writer has created.

In answering questions on imagery, you will usually be asked firstly to ‘explain the
image’. This simply requires you to identify the actual, real thing that the writer is
describing, and then say what the writer is comparing the real thing to (the invented
simile or metaphor).

Some teachers will refer to the real subject as the ‘literal root’ of the image, and refer to
the invented part (the created simile or metaphor) as the ‘figurative extension’ of the
image. You can use these terms if you find they help you.

Question three from the first example passage, Just Grow Up!, asks you about the image
‘like an overheated engine running on its own burning oil’. The literal root of the image
is Andy Murray himself, and the figurative extension of the image is the overheating
engine.

The second part of the question will then ask you to ‘analyse the effect’ of the image.
Although this may sound a little complicated, all you are really being asked to do is think
about what the figurative part of the image suggests to you about the literal root. You are
being asked to say how the invented simile or metaphor adds to your understanding of the
real person or thing being described.

So, in the question about the image of the overheating engine, we might say that the
image suggests the player is out of control, in danger, angry, or even aggressive.
You really need to ‘unpack’ the image the writer has created. Try to think of as many
reasonable connections as you can between the person, object or thing being described
(the literal root) and the simile or metaphor that the writer has created (the figurative
extension).

As with the word choice questions, it is a good idea to begin your answer to the second
part of the imagery question with the word ‘suggests’ or ‘implies’. If you can think of and
write down two or three connections between the literal root of the image and the writer’s
invented image, you will do well in these questions.

Model answers on imagery for your reference:

Just Grow Up!, questions 3 and 5.
Get Myself Connected, questions 4, 6 and 8.
Egg Terrorists, questions 2 and 7.



Questions on Sentence Structure

Many people find questions about ‘sentence structure’ in the UAE paper challenging.
Often, people are not sure what to look for to answer these questions. Once you have
learned about a few of the features writers use when they are constructing their sentences,
you should find sentence structure questions much more straightforward.

‘Sentence structure’ means the way that the sentences have been put together, shaped or
‘structured’ by the writer. You may refer to individual sentences, or you may look at
more than one sentence from the specified section of text. You might choose to compare
different sentences within the specified section of text. You will be asked to pick out or
identify features of sentence structure. You will also be asked to discuss how these
features affect you as a reader.

We have put together a list of ten key features of sentence structure that could appear in
the text of the Reading for UAE paper. If you study this list carefully and memorise the
features, you will have plenty to write about in your answers to sentence structure
questions:

1) Think about the lengths of the sentences. If the sentence is particularly short and
simple, you might describe it as being ‘forceful’, ‘abrupt’, ‘powerful’ or even ‘punchy’.

2) If the sentence is particularly long, it may be that it adds or lists details to create
power, or builds up towards a climax. Sometimes a long sentence seems to be building to
a climax, but ends up with a deliberate and disappointing anticlimax. A long sentence can
be described as having a ‘cumulative effect’ if it creates a build-up.

3) Many sentences contain lists. It is not enough just to say the sentence contains a list,
but you can earn marks if you say that a list ‘creates the impression’ of something. For
instance, ‘The list creates the impression of boredom’, or ‘The list convinces us that there
are many different reasons’, or ‘the list gives the impression of great variety’.

4) All sentences belong to one of the following three categories: statements, questions,
and commands. Statements are the commonest in writing, while questions or commands
are less common, and are sometimes worth commenting on. A ‘rhetorical question’ is a
question that is used simply to arouse our interest, to invite us to agree with a point, or to
persuade us. The title of the first example passage - Just Grow Up! - is a command, and
sounds very forceful and emphatic.

5) Is the order of the words in any way unusual? Sometimes writers will deliberately play
around with the normal ‘syntax’ (the arrangement of words in a sentence) in order to
emphasise particular words. So, for instance, the unusual syntax of “And cold it was”
places more emphasis on the word “cold” than “And it was cold”.

6) Some very basic grammar can help you, too. In order to be grammatically correct, a
sentence should contain a subject/noun and a verb. If a sentence is lacking a subject or a
verb, it is called a ‘non-sentence’ or a ‘minor sentence’. Minor sentences look slightly
odd, and are sometimes used by writers to create emphasis, such as in paragraph six of
the passage Egg Terrorists, where the writer includes the minor sentence “And rightly
so”, creating a sense of firm agreement.

7) A part of a sentence containing a verb is called a ‘clause’. If a sentence has just one
verb/clause, it is called a ‘simple’ sentence. If a sentence has more than one clause and



the clauses are joined by a conjunction or conjunctions such as ‘and’, ‘but’, ‘then’ etc.,
the sentence is described as a ‘compound sentence’. If the sentence has a clause separated
from the main clause by a comma or commas, the sentence is described as a ‘complex’
sentence.

8) Look out for contrasting types of sentences within paragraphs. Writers sometimes
alternate simple and complex sentences, or short and long sentences, for effect. A short or
simple sentence can really stand out if it is placed at the end of a paragraph made up of
long or complex sentences.

9) The colon (:) and the semicolon (;) are two very important punctuation marks.
Knowing what they are for and how they work can help you to analyse a sentence. The
colon is used to introduce an expansion, an explanation, or the definition of an idea that
comes before it in the first part of the sentence. The colon can also be used to introduce a
list (in this case the list provides the expansion, explanation or definition). The colon is
sometimes used to introduce a sense of drama in a sentence, and can create a sort of
‘pregnant’ pause.

The semicolon can be used instead of a full stop between two sentences, if the sentences
are very closely related. The semicolon helps the reader to understand that the two
sentences belong together in the text, almost as one unit. The semicolon can also be used
to separate items in a list, if the items are groups of words rather than individual words.
The following extract from the passage Just Grow Up! shows a colon being used to
introduce an expansion on the idea of Andy Murray’s perceived ‘lack of grace’, and
semicolons being used to separate the three items in the list:

His lack of grace became a talking point: he was all testosterone and no charisma; he
hogged the PlayStation and guzzled junk food; he was unapologetically dour in press
conferences.

10) Finally, remember the power of three. Three part lists or structures in sentences or
paragraphs provide a very effective way of persuading the reader, or emphasising a point
the writer wants to make. Consider again the extract from the Just Grow Up! passage:

His lack of grace became a talking point: he was all testosterone and no charisma; he
hogged the PlayStation and guzzled junk food; he was unapologetically dour in press
conferences.

If a writer is seeking to persuade us of something, the first example will get our attention,
the second will help to persuade us, and the third will probably convince us. Three part
structures are a well known feature of rhetoric (the ancient art of using language to
persuade readers or listeners). Just as you might refer to a ‘rhetorical question’, so too can
you refer to a ‘three part rhetorical structure’, if you are discussing the way the writer has
used sentence structure.

Model answers on sentence structure for your reference:
Just Grow Up!, question 2.
Get Myself Connected, questions 3 and 4.
Egg Terrorists, questions 2 and 8.

Questions that ask you to explain ‘links’ in the text

Sometimes, if a writer wants to move from one topic to another, he or she will include a
sentence or a short paragraph that serves as a link between the two different topics or



ideas. Typically, this linking sentence or paragraph will include a word or phrase that
connects or ‘links’ back to the previous idea or topic, followed by another word or phrase
that identifies the idea or topic that the writer intends to discuss next.

If you are asked a question about how a particular section of the text functions as a link,
you should firstly pick out the word or phrase that links back to the previous idea. Quote
it, and say as clearly as you can what the previous idea is. Then, pick out the word or
phrase that links forward to the idea the writer is moving on to, quote it, and say as
clearly as you can what the next idea in the passage is.

Paragraph five of the passage Get Myself Connected! is an example of a ‘linking’
paragraph:

But what many failed to realise about the folk players and singers of the seventies and
eighties was that these musicians were vital to the continuation of our rich musical and
lyric traditions. They were the few remaining living links to the great music of Scotland’s
past.

The phrase ‘folk players and singers of the seventies and eighties’ links back to the
previous paragraph, which was about folk music in Scotland during the last thirty or forty
years. The phrase ‘the great music of Scotland’s past’ links forward to the topic of the
next paragraph, which is the wider history of Scottish music, going further back into the
past.

 Model answers on links in the text for your reference:

Get Myself Connected, questions 5.

Features of language

‘Language’ or ‘features of language’ are terms you may come across in the Reading for
UAE paper. If a question asks you about ‘features of language’ or ‘how does the writer
use language to...’, this is a good opportunity for you, because ‘features of language’ is
actually a very broad phrase that includes word choice, sentence structure, punctuation,
imagery, and all of the other features dealt with in this section. You should look closely at
the specified part of the text, and pick out some of the interesting features. Use a short
quote to illustrate, name the feature you intend to discuss, and make your comment,
leading in with the word ‘suggests’ or ‘implies’. Importantly, you should try to show how
these features are used to create a particular impression of the subject in question.
Model answers on features of language for your reference:

Get Myself Connected, questions 4 and 6.
Egg Terrorists, question 2.

Implication

It is important that you understand the concept of ‘implication’. ‘To imply’ means more
or less the same as ‘to suggest’. If a text ‘implies’ something, it means that the idea is
suggested to us - without actually being stated directly. The writer may use word choice
or imagery or other features of language to suggest an impression of a person or thing,
without being explicit about his or her feelings towards the subject. So, in the passage
Egg Terrorists, the writer does not actually state that she has a deep dislike of the egg
thieves, but makes her feelings clear through her word choice and imagery; it can be said
that she implies her negative view. The opposite of ‘to imply’ is ‘to infer’. So the text (or



the writer) implies, while the reader infers; we infer from the text of Egg Terrorists that
the writer dislikes the egg collectors.

Model answers on implication for your reference:

Just Grow Up!, question 8.
Egg Terrorists, questions 8 and 9.

Questions that ask you to ‘summarise’

One of the key skills being tested in the Reading for U.A.E. paper is your ability to
‘summarise’ the main ideas in the text, or in a section of the text. To summarise simply
means to pick out the main points and explain them in a shorter way. You are being asked
to identify the most important ideas in the text, and outline them briefly. To answer this
question, you should skim quickly through the text (or the specified section of the text)
and consider which ideas are most important. You may choose to underline or highlight
what you consider to be the writer’s key ideas. Then you should outline these ideas, using
your own words as far as possible. A summary question might ask you to summarise the
main ideas in relation to a specific aspect of the passage, such as in question 10 of the
passage Just Grow Up!, which focuses on the presentation of the media in this text. In
either case, you need to re-read very carefully to spot the relevant ideas. You may wish to
make your summary points using a series of bullet points (this can save you time in the
exam). It is a good idea to consider the number of marks available for the summary, as
this will give you some indication of how much detail is required, how many main points
to include, or how many bullet points you should use. Finally, if the question asks you to
look for points through the entire passage, you should take care to look at the beginning,
the middle and the end of the passage. Sentence starters like ‘To begin with...’, ‘As the
passage progresses...’, ‘Towards the end...’ or ‘Finally’ should keep you on track to cover
the whole passage without missing key points.

Model answers on summarising for your reference:

Just Grow Up!, question 10.
Get Myself Connected, questions 10 and 11.
Egg Terrorists, question 10.



Ambitious? Looking for a challenge?

If you would like the opportunity to comment on some less common but very impressive
and interesting features of language, you should study the following figures of speech:
If a writer begins repeats the same word or pattern of words in a series of sentences, this
is known as anaphora. For example, in Get Myself Connected paragraph 6: ‘They sang
the radical political folk songs of Scotland’s urban industrial age. They understood the
virtuosity of twentieth-century accordionist Jimmy Shand. They knew by heart the
ancient ballads of the North East or the Borders. They felt in their souls the stirring
Nordic fiddle styles of Orkney and Shetland, or the heartbreaking Gaelic songs of the
Highlands and Western Isles’.

Chiasmus is a figure of speech where two elements in the first part of the sentence are
swapped over and repeated in the second part of the sentence. For example, ‘The duty of
the Church is not only to comfort the afflicted, but also to afflict the comfortable’.
Chiasmus means literally ‘crossing over’.

Hyperbole is the use of deliberate and over-the-top exaggeration: ‘The office employs an
army of staff, and costs a fortune’.

Irony is when a writer deliberately says the opposite of what she or he really means, the
opposite of what he or she believes to be the truth, usually in order to create a comical or
mocking tone. (Don’t confuse this with the similar concept of ‘dramatic irony’, where a
character in a play fails to realise a reality that is understood by the audience.)

Litotes is the use of a double negative to create a gentle, qualified positive. See, for
example, Get Myself Connected paragraph 3:  ‘It’s not unusual for there to be acts
representing five different continents at Celtic Connections’.

A paradox is a seemingly contradictory statement which nevertheless makes sense on
closer inspection.  For example, see Just Grow Up! paragraph 8: ‘And his defeat at
Wimbledon in 2012 was a kind of victory’.

Tautology is the deliberate use of a sequence of two or more words with very close and
similar meanings. For example, see Egg Terrorists paragraph 7: ‘...criminals who use
military reconnaissance techniques and expensive specialist equipment to rob, plunder
and steal’.

These features are less commonly used than imagery, sentence structure or word choice.
If you do happen to notice one of them in an exam passage, you should always try to find
a way to comment on it in one or other of your answers. You should aim to show off your
knowledge of language. If you can identify, quote, and comment on any of these features,
your examiner will want to reward you. Read closely, take the initiative, and aim to
secure as many marks as you can!


